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1. Introduction  

Recently, titanium compounds with one-dimensional nanostructures, such as nanotubes 
and nanofibers, have recently attracted much attention. Among these 1-D compounds, 
nanotubes composed of titanium dioxide and titanate are now being studied actively. 
Titanium dioxide nanotubes can be synthesized using porous anodic alumina membranes 
(Imai et al., 1999; Yamanaka et al., 2004), organic molecules (Jung et al., 2002), or 
polycarbonate membranes (Shin et al., 2004) as templates, or methods involving anodization 
of titanium metals (Macak et al., 2005). Since the interesting reports by Kasuga et al. (Kasuga 
et al., 1998; Kasuga et al., 1999) and Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2002), titanate and titanium 
dioxide nanotubes synthesized using the hydrothermal method have found a wide range of 
potential uses in photocatalysis (Tokudome et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2008), dye sensitizing 
solar batteries (Uchida et al., 2002), hydrogen storage (Bavykin et al., 2005), electrochromism 
(Tokudome et al., 2005), bonelike apatite formation (Kubota et al., 2004), proton conductors 
(Thorne et al., 2005), electron field emission characteristic (Miyauchi et al., 2006), 
photoinduced hydrophilicity (Tokudome et al., 2004), etc. 

In order to maximize the characteristics of the nanotube and to use them efficiently, 
preventing their excessive aggregation and arrangement at larger than micrometer or 
centimeter size are considered important. Especially, it is important to fabricate thin films 
composed of nanotubes. Kasuga et al. (Kasuga et al., 2003) reported the fabrication of 
titanate nanotube thin films by coating a titanate nanotube dispersion liquid to a substrate, 
and then calcinating the substrate. Tokudome et al. (Tokudome et al., 2004) and Ma et al. 
(Ma et al., 2004) also reported the fabrication of titanate nanotube thin films using a layer-
by-layer method. However, neither study had transformed titanate nanotube thin films into 
titanium dioxide thin films. Kim et al. (Kim et al., 2007) used electrophoretic deposition 
(EPD) to fabricate 2-μm-thick titanate nanotube thin films, and they transformed the titanate 
nanotube thin films into titanium dioxide nanotube thin films by calcination. However, 
these methods involve complicated processes, including (1) synthesis of nanotubes, (2) 
preparation of a liquid in which the synthesized nanotubes are dispersed, (3) coating of the 
nanotubes onto a substrate using the prepared liquid, and (4) fixation of the coated 
nanotubes onto the substrate surface by calcination. Since it is generally difficult to prepare 
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a liquid in which nanotubes are uniformly dispersed and that partial aggregation is 
inevitable, the homogeneity of thin films thus formed is questionable. Moreover, permanent 
fixation of the thin films onto the substrates is also doubtful. On the other hand, titanate and 
titanium dioxide nanotube thin films can also be formed on titanium metal by immersing 
titanium metal as a raw material into NaOH aqueous solution and then performing 
hydrothermal treatment (Miyauchi et al., 2006; Tian et al., 2003; Chi et al., 2007; Yada et al., 
2007; Guo et al., 2007). The fabrication of titanate nanotube thin films using titanium metal 
plates was first reported by Tian et al. (Tian et al., 2003). The thin (~10 μm) films were 
detached from the titanium metal plates by hydrothermal reaction for 20 h. In contrast, thin 
films obtained by a short (6 h) hydrothermal reaction strongly adhered to the titanium metal 
plate. Miyauchi et al. (Miyauchi et al. 2006) obtained a titanium dioxide nanotube thin film 
by hydrothermal treatment on titanium metal, followed by acid treatment and calcination. 
Although this thin film was fixed onto the substrate, its thickness was only a few hundred 
nanometers. Therefore, it is clear that titanate and titanium dioxide nanotube thin films tend 
to detach from the substrates when they become too thick. Chi et al. also reported the 
fabrication of a sodium titanate nanotube thin film (Chi et al., 2007). However, the thickness 
of the film was not mentioned in their report, and the sodium titanate nanotubes were not 
transformed into titanium dioxide nanotubes.  

In this chapter, first, we will report the synthesis and organization of sodium titanate 
nanotube (hereafter referred to as Na-TNT) of size larger than a micrometer, using various 
titanium metals with controlled shapes of a micrometer size including plate, wire with a 
diameter of a micrometer, mesh woven from the titanium wire, microspheres, and 
microtube (Yada et al., 2007). The titanium metal acts as a template for the organization as 
well as a titanium source. Therefore, the originality of our study is to use titanium metal as a 
morphology-directing material. In addition, we will report a novel procedure for fixation of 
Na-TNT thin film on titanium metal (Yada et al., 2007). As a result, the thickness of the 
sodium titanate nanotube thin film can be adjusted by changing the duration of the 
hydrothermal reaction and the obtained films are thicker than those reported in previous 
studies (Miyauchi et al., 2006; Tian et al., 2003). Furthermore, we will also introduce a novel 
“hydrothermal transcription method” for forming Na-TNT films on various substrates such 
as Co-Cr alloy and SUS316L (Yada et al., 2008). Transformation of Na-TNT thin films into 
thin films consisting of anatase nanotube, anatase nanowires, anatase nanoparticles, and 
rhomboid-shaped anatase nanoparticles are also introduced (Inoue et al. 2010). To obtain an 
anatase nanotube thin film, it is necessary to slightly modify previously reported methods 
for synthesizing titanium dioxide nanotube particles. 

Next, in this chapter, obtained titanate and titanium dioxide nanotube thin films will be 
applied to antibacterial biomaterials (Inoue et al., 2010). The nanotube thin film has several 
advantages: it can be formed on titanium, titanium alloy, Co–Cr alloy, and SUS316L, which 
are useful for manufacturing surgical instruments and implants such as artificial joints; its 
thickness can be controlled up to 20 μm or more, in contrast to only 1 μm for the thickness of 
the previously reported sodium titanate thin film with a porous network structure; and 
medicines can be incorporated into the nanotube. It is well known that bacterial infection 
may occur during surgery because of several factors. For example, during hip-replacement 
arthroplasty, bacterial infections occur in 1% to 2% of operations and usually cause physical 
and economic burdens for patients, such as re-implantation. As a conventional method for 
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preventing infections, antibiotics are administered even in operation rooms with few 
pathogens. However, this does not prevent every infection. Therefore, imparting 
antibacterial properties to implants is currently under investigation. There have been reports 
of the use of apatite coating containing silver on implants by sputtering (Chen et al., 2006), 
silver-plated implants (Hardes et al., 2007), and gentamicin–hydroxyapatite coating for 
cementless joints (Alt et al., 2006), all of which have shown antibacterial properties. 
However, these methods have drawbacks such as the need for expensive instruments and 
the use of antibiotics that may cause the emergence of resistant bacteria. Therefore, further 
research is required. In this study, in order to develop more convenient and inexpensive 
antibacterial implants, silver ions are studied as an antibacterial component along with 
titanate nanotube formed on the surface of titanium. Silver is one of the most common 
antibacterial elements and is considered highly safe with high antibacterial activity. Sodium 
titanates are composed of a titanate framework with a negative electric charge and Na+ ions 
with a positive electric charge. Since they have a cation exchange property, Na+ ions can be 
exchanged with several cations (Kim et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2003; Bavykin 
et al., 20006). Therefore, it is considered that sodium titanate can be transformed into silver 
titanate by exchange of Na+ in sodium titanate with Ag+, and the in vivo elution of silver 
ions from the titanates would be promising for application to antibacterial implants. In 
addition, it is suggested that the titanate nanotube thin film would be able to possess a 
larger amount of silver and allow the amount of silver to be controlled more widely as 
compared with the titanate thin film previously reported (Kim et al., 1996). In this chapter, 
we will describe the synthesis and characterization of titanate nanotube thin films with 
silver and the behavior of silver ion elution of the thin films in vitro. We will also describe 
the antibacterial properties against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) with 
a biofilm-forming gene, which is a major concern in actual infections, to investigate the 
possibility of using synthesized thin films as antibacterial implants.  

Finally, we will describe the apatite-forming abilities of titanium compound nanotube thin 
films by comparing the apatite deposition behaviors of a sodium titanate nanotube thin film 
(Yada et al., 2007), a titanium dioxide nanotube thin film (Inoue et al., 2010), and a silver 
nanoparticle/silver titanate nanotube nanocomposite thin film (Inoue et al., 2010), in 
simulated body fluid (SBF) (Yada et al., 2010). In evaluating the in vivo apatite-forming 
ability or the osteoconductive property of a material, researchers commonly perform 
experiments in SBF (Kokubo et al., 2006)). Kim et al. (Kim et al., 1996) first reported the 
formation of a sodium titanate thin film with a porous network structure on a titanium 
metal plate by alkali and heat treatment and demonstrated the osteoconductive property of 
the obtained sodium titanate thin film. Since then, researchers have actively performed 
many studies on the applications of sodium titanate thin films in implants (Kokubo et al., 
1996; Kim et al., 1997; Kim et al., 1997; Nishiguchi et al., 1999; Jonášová et al., 2003; Kim et 
al., 2003; Muramatsu et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008). Similar studies have 
also been performed on calcium titanate thin films (Hanawa et al., 1997; Hamada et al., 2002; 
Nakagawa et al., 2005; Kon et al., 2007; Ohtsu et al., 2008), titanium dioxide thin films 
(Ohtsuki et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003; Byon et al., 2007), and a 
nanohydroxyapatite thin film (Xiong et al., 2010), and the excellent biocompatibilities of 
these films have been reported. Therefore, titanium compound thin films show tremendous 
promise for use as implant materials.  
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2. Synthesis and characterization of titanate and titanium dioxide nanotube 
thin films 

2.1 Sodium titanate nanotube thin films formed on various shaped titanium metal 
templates 

2.1.1 Sodium titanate nanotube thin film formed a titanium plate 

First, the growth and fixation of Na-TNT on titanium plate were investigated. A titanium 
plate (20 mm  20 mm  2 mm) was immersed in 20 ml of 10 mol/l aqueous NaOH solution 
in a Teflon container and reactions were carried out at 160°C. After hydrothermal treatment 
for 20 h, the surface of the plate changed to pale, indicating the formation of a thin film on 
the titanium plate. In order to wash out NaOH and the particles that adhered to the surface 
of the thin film, the plate was washed with water after the reaction. The thin film 
immediately exfoliated as shown in Fig. 1a, and then a surface with a metallic luster similar 
to that of titanium metal appeared on the surface of the plate. The greater part of the film 
was posited to consist of nanotubes with an outer diameter of approximately 8 nm (Fig. 1b). 
Through EDX analysis, the mol fraction of Na/Ti/O for the obtained film was determined 
to be 1:1.947:4.943. The film was thus assumed to be Na2Ti4O9·H2O, though some titanate 
structures, such as A2Ti2O5·H2O (Yang et al., 2003), A2Ti3O7 (Chen et al., 2002), H2Ti4O9·H2O 
(Nakahira et al., 2004), and lepidocrocite titanates (Ma et al., 2003), have been assigned as 
nanotube constituents (A=Na and /or H) as summarized by Tasi et al (Tasi et al., 2006). 
Moreover, by detailed SEM observation of the cross-section of this film, the film thickness 
was determined to be approximately 20.2 μm, as shown in Fig. 1c. The thickness of the Na-
TNT phase was determined to be approximately 19.2 μm, and the thickness of the dense 
sodium titanate phase without Na-TNT was determined to be approximately 1.0 μm. 
Although fibrous morphologies were observed on the surface of the film, the back of the 
film was flat with no visible fibers. Therefore, the film exfoliation was considered to occur at 
the interface between the titanium metal phase and the sodium titanate phase without Na-
TNT. Based on the above results, the formation of the Na-TNT thin film can be explained as 
follows: (1) titanium dissolves into titanium ions (Ti4+) by oxidizers, H+ and/or O2; (2) 
dissolved Ti4+ ions immediately form titanium species (Wu et al., 2006) such as TiO32−, 
TiO2(OH)22−, and TinO2n+m2m− and the concentration of titanium species in the reaction 
solution increases as the dissolution of titanium is accelerated; (2) titanium species are 
reprecipitated as sodium titanate with an increase in the concentration of titanium species in 
the reaction solution; (3) since the concentration of the titanium species in the reaction 
solution is expected to increase with time, the sodium titanate phase without Na-TNT is 
formed when the concentration of titanium species is low and the Na-TNT phase is formed 
after the concentration becomes sufficiently high. The Na-TNT-free sodium titanate phase 
formed at low concentrations of titanium species may be amorphous sodium titanate. Since 
the concentration of titanium species in the reaction solution is considered to affect the type 
of sodium titanate cluster and the formation rate of the sodium titanate phase, the 
concentration of titanium species, together with temperature and other concentrations, are 
also considered to be factors in determining the type of phase formed. 

Moreover, in order to prevent detachment of the thin Na-TNT film, the as-synthesized plate 
was slowly dried at room temperature after the hydrothermal treatment without washing it 
with water. Although NaOH crystals were observed on the plate, the thin film still adhered 
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Fig. 1. Photograph (a, d), TEM (b), and SEM (c, e, f) images for the as-grown (a-c) and the 
300 ºC calcined (d-f) products obtained after the 20 h reaction. 

to the plate. When the plate was washed with water after heat treatment at 300°C for 1 h 
in air, although the NaOH crystals dissolved, the thin Na-TNT film still adhered to the 
plate firmly and no detachment was observed as shown in Fig. 1d. Na-TNT formation was 
confirmed by the fibrous morphologies observed on the surface of the thin film in an 
enlarged SEM image (Figs. 1e, f) and nanotubes observed in a TEM image of the thin film. 
Moreover, in an XRD pattern of the thin film (Fig. 2), only diffraction peaks characteristic 
of Na-TNT (Chen et al., 2002) were observed along with peaks assigned to titanium metal. 
The reason for this stable coating is probably because polycondensation of hydroxyl 
groups in the interface area between the titanium plate and the Na-TNT-free sodium 
titanate phase occurred by the heat treatment at 300°C, and Na-TNT being firmly fixed on 
the plate. The slow drying process is also considered to be important for the fixation of 
Na-TNT onto the titanium plate, since the thin film detached from the titanium plate by 
drying at 60°C. The formation and fixation of the Na-TNT thin film were also observed in 
the reaction after 3 h. Nanotubular structures similar to those of the 20 h product were 
also observed. The thickness of approximately 5 μm for the film obtained after the 3 h 
reaction was smaller than that of 20.2 μm for the film obtained after the 20 h reaction.  
The thickness of the film is thus controllable by the reaction time. On the other hand, 
when an as-synthesized Na-TNT thin film obtained by hydrothermal reaction in 10 mol/L 
NaOH solution at 160 °C for 1 h was washed with large amounts of water, the Na-TNT 
thin film do not detach from the substrates and remains as thin as approximately 1 μm. 
Therefore, it is clear that sodium titanate nanotube thin films tend to detach from the 
substrates when they become too thick, but remain firmly fixed on substrates when the 
obtained samples are dried (without washing with water) and subsequently calcined at 
300 °C. 
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Fig. 2. XRD pattern for the plate obtained after the 20 h reaction. Peak assignment: ○ 
titanium metal, ● sodium titanate nanotube. 

2.1.2 Sodium titanate nanotube thin films formed on titanium wire, titanium mesh, 
titanium sphere, and titanium microtube 

Titanium wire (lengths: 5 cm, 24 cm, and diameters: 53.4 μm, 104.4 μm, 203.7 μm), titanium 
mesh (woven from the titanium wire with a diameter of 104.4 μm, 20 mm  20 mm), 
titanium tube (inner diameter: 800 μm, outer diameter: 1 mm, length: 1 cm), and titanium 
spheres (diameter: 850–1180 μm, weight: 0.21-0.24 g) were used as metal titanium sources 
instead of a titanium plate. 

After the hydrothermal treatments for 3 h and 20 h, the surfaces of titanium mesh and 
titanium sphere were completely covered with Na-TNT thin film. Both outer and inner 
surfaces of the microtube were also covered with uniform nanotubes with an average 
diameter of 8 nm. Typical digital camera and SEM images are shown in Figs. 3a-c. 

On the other hand, the formation of Na-TNT thin film on a titanium wire requires special 
procedures which are different from those for plate, mesh, sphere, and microtube. First, the 
synthesis and fixation of Na-TNT were investigated using titanium metal wires of diameters 
53.4 and 104.4 μm and length 5 cm as titanium sources. As a result, after the hydrothermal 
treatment for 3 h, sodium titanate with an irregular morphology was formed on the surface 
of the titanium wires, and only small amount of nanotubes was observed in the product 
synthesized using the titanium wire of diameter 104.4 μm. The diameters decreased from 
53.4 and 104.4 μm for the original wires to 36.3 and 93.8 μm for the wires after a reaction 
time of 3 h, respectively. Moreover, after the hydrothermal treatment for 20 h, both wires 
completely dissolved. In addition, in the experiment using a wire of diameter 53.4 μm and 
length 24 cm, no nanotubes were observed on the surface of the obtained wire at a reaction 
time of 3 h and the wire completely dissolved at a reaction time of 20 h. On the other hand, 
in the experiment using a wire of diameter 104.4 μm and length 24 cm, the amount of Na-
TNT formed increased at 3 h reaction time, and the surface of the wire was completely 
covered with Na-TNT thin film at the 20 h reaction. The reason for the complete dissolution 
of the original wires is because the dissolution rates of titanium species from the wires were 
faster than the redeposition rate of sodium titanate on the surface of the wires. On the other 
hand, the reason for the complete coverage of Na-TNT on the wire without dissolution is 
that the redeposition rate of sodium titanate nanotubes on the wire’s surface became faster 
than the dissolution rate of titanium species from the wire with an increase in its diameter 
and length. These differences depending on the diameters of the original wires are  
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Fig. 3. SEM (a, b, d, e), Photograph (c), and TEM (f) images for the mesh (a), micro-sphere 
(b), microtube (c), and wire (d-f) obtained after the 3 h reaction. 

explained as follows. Surface area and surface texture strongly affect the concentration of 
titanium species in the reaction solution. The amount of titanium species in the reaction 
solution increases with an increase in the diameter of the wire, since the surface area of the 
wire increases with an increase in the diameter. Additionally, the difference in the surface 
texture of the wires also affects the concentration of titanium species near their surfaces. 
Detailed SEM observations of the original titanium wires confirmed that the surfaces of the 
wire of diameter 104.4 μm were porous, but the surface of the wire of diameter 53.4 μm was 
relatively smooth. The concentration of titanium species would be higher near the wire and 
lower as the distance from the wire increases. In particular, the concentration of titanium 
species near the porous surface would be higher than that near the smooth surface. 
Therefore, in the experiments using the 104.4 μm diameter wire, the amount of titanium 
species formed per unit of time and the concentration of the titanium species would be large 
due to their larger diameters and porous surfaces, and consequently the concentration of 
titanium species would be sufficiently high for the formation of Na-TNT as the dissolution 
of titanium proceeded. On the other hand, since the surface area of the 53.4 μm diameter 
wire was predicted to be smaller than the 104.4 μm diameter wire due to its diameter and 
smooth surface, the concentration of titanium species formed per unit of time would also be 
small. Therefore, the concentration of titanium species would be too low for the formation of 
Na-TNT. Consequently, sodium titanate with irregular morphology was formed without 
Na-TNT at a reaction time of 3 h and the original wire completely dissolved at a reaction 
time of 20 h. Taking into consideration the above discussion, a similar hydrothermal and 
fixing treatment was performed using a wire of diameter 53.4 μm and length 24 cm wound 
onto the above mentioned titanium plate, which could act as a source of titanium species. 
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Wired morphologies remained for 3 h (Fig. 3d) and 20 h reactions, respectively, and the 
surfaces of both wires were completely covered with uniform Na-TNT thin films (Figs. 3e, 
f). It is considered that since the amount of titanium species reprecipitated on the wire, 
supplied by the dissolution from the titanium plate, was larger than the amount of titanium 
species dissolved from the wire, the surface of the wire was covered with Na-TNT. These 
results also indicate that dense concentration of titanium species near the titanium surface is 
required for the formation of Na-TNT on the titanium wire. Based on the above results, Na-
TNT applications can be largely extended by the hydrothermal treatment of a cloth woven 
with titanium wires and by weaving a cloth with Na-TNT/Ti wires. 

2.2 Sodium titanate nanotube thin films formed on Co–Cr alloy and SUS316L plates 

We devised a “hydrothermal transcription method” for forming Na-TNT films on various 
substrates, as shown in Fig. 4. In this method, Na-TNT would be produced by re-depositing 
or transcribing the titanium species such as TiO32−, TiO2(OH)22−, and TinO2n+m2m− formed 
near the surface of the titanium plate by hydrothermal treatment in aqueous NaOH solution 
on other substrate as Na-TNT, and grown to form dense films on several substrates as well 
as on the titanium plate. As shown in Fig. 4, under the conditions where a titanium metal 
plate and a substrate were adjacently placed, the titanium metal plate and substrate were 
spaced uniformly (about 200 µm) and fixed using titanium wires or SUS316 wires. For the 
substrate, Co–Cr alloy disk, SUS316L plate, SUS430 plate, tantalum plate, and silicon plate 
were used. These were immersed in 10 mol/l NaOH aqueous solution and reacted 
hydrothermally for 20 h at 160 °C. After the reaction, the samples were removed from the 
container and dried. Then, by washing in water following heat treatment at 300 °C, 
excessive NaOH adhered on the substrate was removed.  
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of a reaction process by the hydrothermal transcription 
method.  

Firstly, the Co–Cr alloy disk was used as a substrate. As shown in Fig. 5a, after the reaction, 
the formation of a white film whose base is the color of Co–Cr alloy along the square form of 
counter titanium plate on only the face countered to the titanium plate was observed. This 
white film strongly adhered to the Co–Cr alloy plate. By SEM images (Figs. 5b, c), the 
uniform and dense formation of fibrous substances was identified. Also by TEM observation 
of fibrous substances, nanotubes with an outer diameter of about 8 mm were identified (Fig. 
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5d). The thickness of this film is about 5 µm. This thickness was less than the 20 µm 
thickness of the Na-TNT film formed on the titanium plate when reacted singly (Yada et al., 
2007). As the XRD pattern of the Co–Cr alloy surface countered to the titanium plate, a 
diffraction peak characteristic to titanate nanotube near 2θ = 10° as well as the peaks 
attributed to the Co–Cr alloy of the raw material were observed. From a EDX analysis, it 
was found that the film contains Na, Ti, O, Co, Cr, and Si, and the molar ratio for the film 
was Na:Ti:O:Co:Cr:Si=0.322:1:2.401:0.112:0.052:0.045. Sodium titanate nanotube film is thus 
thought to be formed on the Co–Cr alloy disk. The elements of Co, Cr, and Si would 
dissolve from the Co–Cr alloy disk and would be incorporated into the titanate framework 
and/or the interlayer spacing of the titanate. Furthermore, as observed above, the white Na-
TNT film reflecting the square form of the titanium plate was observed on the Co–Cr alloy 
disk countered to the titanium plate (Fig. 5a). Thus, the titanium species capable of forming 
Na-TNT were present near the surface of titanium, and it can be considered that Na-TNT 
patterning reflecting the form of the titanium plate was made on the surface of the Co–Cr 
alloy disk countered to the titanium plate. The above results suggest that by using several 
forms of the titanium plate as the titanium source, several forms of Na-TNT patterning can 
be made on heterogeneous substrates. 

2.2 cm  
                a                                     b                                       c                                      d  

Fig. 5. Digital camera (a), SEM (b, c), and TEM (d) images for the obtained thin film formed 
on the surface of Co-Cr alloy countered to titanium metal. 

When the same experiment was conducted with SUS316L plate instead of the Co–Cr alloy 
disk, it was found that as in the case of Co–Cr alloy, diluted white Na-TNT thin film was 
formed on the surface of SUS316L plate countered to the titanium plate. On the other hand, 
when the same reaction was performed using the SUS430 plate instead of Co–Cr alloy disk, 
brown and black iron compounds were formed on the SUS430 plate, although white Na-
TNT film was formed in part. SUS430 is an industrial grade stainless alloy, whereas 
SUS316L is a stainless alloy used in implants and has exceptionally high corrosion 
resistance, and the results reflecting this corrosion resistance were obtained. When the same 
reaction was performed with the tantalum plate instead of the Co–Cr alloy plate, copious 
amounts of white products were produced on the tantalum plate, and particles other than 
nanotubes were observed. In addition, when the same experiment was performed using a 
silicon plate instead of the Co–Cr alloy disk, the silicon plate was completely dissolved by 
the hydrothermal reaction. On considering the differences in the responsiveness of 
substrates, it is thought that the dissolution rate of the titanium plate and substrates and 
redeposition rate of chemical species that arose from the dissolved titanium plate and 
substrates should be considered. Particularly, in this experiment system, it is considered that 
the dissolution rate of substrates has a large effect on the results of the experiments. The 
dissolution rate of using metals as substrates, as in this study, can be explained by the 
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ionization tendency, i.e., oxidation–reduction potential. It is considered that titanium 
dissolves into titanium ions (Ti4+) by oxidizers, H+ and/or O2, and these dissolved ions 
immediately form chemical species (Wu et al., 2006) such as TiO32−, TiO2(OH)22−, and 
TinO2n+m2m− which are re-deposited as Na-TNT. When a substrate whose ionization 
tendency is smaller than titanium, especially materials such as SUS316L and Co–Cr alloy, is 
hydrothermally reacted with titanium simultaneously, the dissolution rate of titanium is 
higher than that of the substrate. In this reaction, titanium species are immediately 
produced following the dissolution of titanium and spread and re-deposited on the 
substrate as Na-TNT film, which predominates the dissolving reaction of the substrates. As 
a result, the surface of the substrate is covered by Na-TNT film, and the dissolution of the 
substrate was further minimally suppressed. On the other hand, it is considered that when 
the substrates with ionization tendencies larger than titanium, i.e., substrates such as silicon 
and tantalum, and titanium were hydrothermally reacted at the same time, the dissolution 
reaction of substrates predominate the dissolution reaction of titanium. Na-TNT film was 
not thus obtained on the substrates. 

2.3 Hydrogen titanate and anatase-type titanium dioxide nanotube thin films 

H+ ion-exchange treatment for the sodium titanate nanotube thin film and the subsequent 
calcination can produce an anatase-type titanium dioxide nanotube thin film.  

2.3.1 H
+
 ion-exchange treatment for sodium titanate nanotube thin films 

We performed H+ ion-exchange treatment for Na-TNT thin film obtained after the 3 h reaction 
using 0.01 mol/l hydrochloric acid solution at 90 and 140 °C for 3 h. The thin films resulting 
from treatment at these two temperatures remain attached over the entire surface of each 
sample. EDX analysis reveal that because the molar ratio of Na/Ti decrease from 0.48 before 
treatment to 0 after treatment at 90 and 140 °C, Na+ ions between titanate layers are confirmed 
to be completely exchanged for H+ ions. We observe nanotubes with an average outer 
diameter of 8.3 nm and inner diameter of 3.3 nm in the ion-exchange-treated sample at 90 °C 
using 0.01 mol/l hydrochloric acid solution (Fig. 6a). No change is observed in the porous 
structure of the thin film before or after treatment. The XRD pattern for the H+ ion-exchanged 
sample at 90 °C shows four diffraction peaks (near 2θ = 9, 24, 29, and 48°) attributed to titanate 
together with peaks attributed to α-titanium, similar to those for the as-grown sample, as 
shown in Fig. 7. We therefore believe that the H+ ion-exchange treatment at 90 °C transforms 
sodium titanate nanotubes into hydrogen titanate nanotubes while maintaining the crystal 
structure of titanate, nanotubular morphology, and porous thin-film structure. In contrast, the 
H+ ion-exchange treatment at 140 °C replaces the fibrous morphology with rhomboid-shaped 
particles (average diameter 21 nm) (Fig. 6b) and pores (~ 45 nm diameter) in the interstitial 
gaps. The XRD pattern of this sample (Fig. 7) shows peaks attributed to anatase. Therefore, a 
porous thin film consisting of rhomboid-shaped anatase is confirmed to be formed on the 
titanium metal plate. Change in the crystal structure of sodium titanate nanotubes to anatase 
nanotubes by acid treatment have been described previously by Tsai et al. (Tsai et al., 2006). 
They reported that although a nanotube form is maintained by acid treatment at pH 1.6, only 
irregular-shaped anatase particles are formed by acid treatment at pH 0.38. Zhu et al. (Zhu et 
al., 2005) reported that hydrogen titanate nanofiber transforms into anatase nanocrystals in 
dilute (0.05 mol/L) HNO3 at 80–120 °C. They stated that monodispersed anatase nanocrystals 
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are obtained at 80 °C and aggregates of nanocrystals are obtained at 120 °C. Our results also 
suggest that the change in the crystal structure change of titanate compounds to anatase is 
determined not only by pH but also by the temperature of the ion-exchange treatment. We 
suggest that the high temperature (140 °C) of the ion-exchange treatment is responsible for the 
change in the crystal structure of hydrogen titanate to the anatase structure, with a high degree 
of crystallization, and that this change occurs due to polycondensation and dissolution–
redeposition reactions.  

  

                                                       a                                                 b 

Fig. 6. TEM images of the ion-exchange-treated thin films at 90 °C (a) and 140 °C (b). 
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Fig. 7. XRD patterns of the as-grown (a) and the ion-exchange-treated thin films at 40 °C (b), 
90 °C (c), and 140 °C (d). Peak assignment: ＆, α-titanium; ○, anatase; ＠, titanate. 
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The temperature required for the complete H+ ion-exchange reaction would be higher than 
that previously reported (Kasuga et al., 1998; Kasuga et al., 1999; Tokudome et al., 2004; 
Uchida et al., 2002; Tokudome et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2005; Miyauchi et al., 2006; 
Tokudome et al., 2004; Kasuga et al., 2003), because the H+ ion-exchange treatments at 40 °C 
using 0.01, 0.1, and 1 mol/l hydrochloric acid solutions were unsuccessful. H+ ion-exchange 
treatment at 40 °C for 3 h using 0.01 and 0.1 mol/l hydrochloric acid solutions resulted in 
nanotube films respectively. However, substantial amounts of Na+ ions remained in the 
samples after treatment. It is considered that elevated temperature assists the diffusion of 
ions, allowing ion-exchange to occur within the deepest regions of the film. After H+ ion-
exchange treatment at 40 °C using 1.0 mol/l hydrochloric acid solution, the nanotube thin 
films detached from the titanium metal plate.  

2.3.2 Calcination of hydrogen titanate nanotube thin film 

The hydrogen titanate nanotube thin films obtained by H+ ion-exchange treatment at 90 °C 
using a 0.01 mol/L solution of hydrochloric acid were calcined at 300–900 °C for 3 h in air to 
transform them into titanium dioxide nanotube thin films. A uniform thin film formed on 
each sample surface, similar to the sample before calcination. 

TEM images (Fig. 8) and XRD patterns (Fig. 9) show that calcination at 300 and 450 °C yields 
anatase nanotubes. Although the average inner diameter of 3.3 nm for nanotubes 
synthesized by calcination at 450 °C is similar to that of the as-grown sodium titanate 
nanotubes, the average outer diameter of the nanotubes decreased from 8.3 nm for the as-
grown thin film to 8.1 nm for the anatase nanotubes synthesized by calcination at 450 °C. 
This slight decrease in the average outer diameter may be due to a phase transition from 
titanate into anatase. An cross-section image of the thin film calcined at 450 °C is similar to 
that of the as-grown sodium titanate nanotube thin film. Although a dense phase is 
observed at the bottom of the thin film (i.e., at the interface between the nanotube phase and 
the titanium metal), the porous structure composed of fibrous particles is observed in the 
film itself. Calcination at 600 °C yields anatase nanofibers approximately 11 nm thick, but 
not nanotubes (Figs. 8c and 9d). The porous structure consisting of fibrous particles are 
maintained until calcination at 600 °C. Calcination at 750 °C changes the thin film into a 
porous thin film consisting of particles (with 50-nm average diameter) and interstitial pores 
(with 79-nm average size) as shown in Fig. 8d. We attribute these changes in morphology to 
a progressive sintering reaction caused by the high calcination temperature. Furthermore,  

    

                          a                                 b                                       c                               d 

Fig. 8. TEM images of the 90 °C ion-exchange-treated thin films calcined at 300 °C (a), 450 °C 
(b), 600 °C (c), and 750 °C (d). 
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calcination at 900 °C yields a dense rutile thin film because of the densification and phase 
transition caused by the sintering of anatase nanoparticles (Fig. 9f).  
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Fig. 9. XRD patterns of the 90 °C ion-exchange-treated (a) and the 90 °C ion-exchange-
treated thin films calcined at 300 °C (b), 450 °C (c), 600 °C (d), 750 °C (e), and 900 °C (f). Peak 
assignment: ＆, α-titanium; ○, anatase; ●, rutile; §, hydrogen titanate; *, distorted 
titanium. 

2.4 Silver nanoparticle / silver titanate nanotube nanocomposite thin film 

Na-TNT thin film obtained after the 3 h reaction with dimensions of 20 mm × 20 mm × 2 
mm (hereafter referred to as Na-TNT-TF) was immersed in 12 mL of 0.05 M silver acetate 
solution at 40 °C for 3 h, then repeatedly washed with distilled water and dried in a cool 
dark place, to exchange the Na+ in the sodium titanate with Ag+. Hereafter, the sample 
obtained by the silver ion-exchange treatment of Na-TNT-TF was called Ag-TNT-TF.  

The EDX spectra of the samples before and after the silver ion-exchange treatment were then 
compared. Since the peaks attributed to Na, observed in the samples before the silver ion-
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exchange treatment (Na-TNT-TF), disappeared in the samples after the silver ion-exchange 
treatment (Ag-TNT-TF), and the peaks attributed to Ag appeared after the silver ion-exchange 
treatment, Na+ in the sodium titanate seemed to be exchanged with Ag+ during the silver ion-
exchange treatment. However, for the composition calculated from these spectra, the molar 
ratio of Ag/Ti was 0.67 for Ag-TNT-TF, while the molar ratio of Na/Ti was 0.50 for Na-TNT-
TF. This confirmed presence of Ag in an excess compared with the exchangeable cations in the 
sample. SEM observation at the micrometer scale did not show changes in the morphologies 
before and after the silver ion-exchange treatment. However, the TEM observations of Ag-
TNT-TF (Fig. 10) show particles with sizes ranging from several nanometers to a few dozen 
nanometers, which were not observable before the ion-exchange treatment. These are 
considered to be silver nanoparticles, since the color of Ag-TNT-TF was slightly yellow, 
indicating the formation of silver nanoparticles. The silver nanoparticles were deposited on 
titanates by the photoreduction of silver ions that were adsorbed on the titanate surface. The 
excess silver determined through the exchangeable mass of ions observed via EDX analysis is 
thus attributed to these silver nanoparticles. In other word, in the silver ion-exchange 
treatment, Ag+ ion was not only incorporated into the titanate by ion exchange with Na+ ion, 
but also deposited on the outer surface of titanate as silver nanoparticles. 

 
Fig. 10. TEM image of silver nanoparticle/silver titanate nanotube nanocomposite thin film. 

Furthermore, TF-XRD patterns of Na-TNT-TF and Ag-TNT-TF shown in Fig. 11 also indicate 
the transformation of sodium titanate thin film into silver titanate thin film. When silver ion-
exchange treatment was performed for Na-TNT-TF, a diffraction peak expressing the 
interlayer distance of 10 Å that was observed in Na-TNT-TF, disappeared in Ag-TNT-TF. 
The disappearance of the diffraction peak expressing the interlayer distance of 10 Å is 
considered to be due to the insertion of Ag+ ions into an interlayer of titanate and 
disappearance of the layered structure of titanate. A further reason is a strong and peculiar 
interaction between the inserted Ag+ ions and the titanate layer, which would cause a 
structural change of the layered structure into a three-dimensional structure. This structural 
change can also be confirmed, as the diffraction peaks in Na-TNT-TF due to the crystal 
structure of titanate, observed at 2θ = 24.2° and 28.3°, disappeared in Ag-TNT-TF, 
concomitant with the appearance of a new diffraction peak at 2θ = 29.3° in Ag-TNT-TF. 
These results indicate the formation of silver titanate nanotube.  
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Fig. 11. TF-XRD patterns of sodium titanate nanotube thin film (a) and silver nanoparticle/ 
silver titanate nanotube nanocomposite thin film (b). Peak assignment: ＊, titanium; ○, 
sodium titanate; ●, silver titanate. 

3. Antibacterial activities of titanate nanotube thin films 

3.1 Elution properties of silver ions from the silver nanoparticle / silver titanate 
nanotube nanocomposite thin film  

The elution properties of silver ions from the samples were examined in various solutions to 
determine the behavior of silver in MRSA environment or in the body. Ag-TNT-TF with 
dimensions of 20 mm × 20 mm × 2 mm was immersed in 15 mL physiological saline, 
phosphate buffered saline (+) (PBS(+)), phosphate buffered saline (−) (PBS(−)), and fetal 
bovine serum solution, maintained at 37 °C for 24 h. Then, the eluates were collected, 
centrifuged, and filtrated through a 0.22-µm filter. After filtration, Ag concentration in the 
eluates was determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). In 
physiological saline, PBS(+), and PBS(−), almost the same average concentration of eluted 
silver was measured—300, 320, and 440 ppb, respectively. The eluted silver ions may 
originate from metallic silver and silver titanate. Since the solubility of metallic silver is 
known to be very small, the large portion of eluted silver was eluted by exchanging silver 
ions in titanates with Na+, K+, and H+ in the solutions. On the other hand, in fetal bovine 
serum, the average eluted silver concentration was measured in large amounts—82000 ppb 
for Ag-TNT-TF. This was because a large quantity of a compound composed of silver and a 
protein was formed together with AgCl, since the protein that exists in fetal bovine serum 
has very high affinity with Ag+ through the –SH group or –NH group in the protein, and the 
amount of exchangeable cations in fetal bovine serum was larger than that in physiological 
saline and PBS. Moreover, when the silver elution test in fetal bovine serum was performed 
for a silver metal plate under similar conditions as that for Ag-TNT-TF, silver of 7900 ppb 
was eluted. This amount was also significantly smaller than that for of Ag-TNT-TF. In the  
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silver elution test of Ag-TNT-TF, although silver is eluted from silver nanoparticles 
deposited on the surface of titanate, its elution amount is thus considered small. 
Consequently, in the XRD and TF-XRD patterns of the sample obtained by the silver elution 
test of Ag-TNT-TF, diffraction peaks appeared near 2θ = 10°, 24° and 28°, which were not 
observed in Ag-TNT-TF. These diffraction peaks of the sample obtained by the silver elution 
test of Ag-TNT-TF appeared at the same locations as the diffraction peaks observed in Na-
TNT-TF. This indicates that the crystal structure of the sample obtained by the silver elution 
test of Ag-TNT-TF is similar to that of Na-TNT-TF. The likely reasons are as follows: (1) the 
layered structure of titanate of Na-TNT-TF transformed into a three-dimensional structure 
because Ag+ ions were inserted into the interlayer of titanate by the silver ion-exchange 
treatment to form silver titanate, (2) Ag+ ions were eluted from the silver titanate and Na+ 
ions were reinserted into the titanate during the silver elution test; and (3) the three-
dimensional structure of titanate returned to the original condition as in Na-TNT-TF. Thus, 
it is clearly demonstrated that insertion (intercalation) and elimination (deintercalation) of 
Ag+ ions occurs during the silver ion-exchange treatment and the silver elution test, 
respectively. Therefore, this experiment indicated that Ag+ ions in silver titanate greatly 
contributed to the elution of Ag+. Diffraction peaks attributable to AgCl were also observed 
in the sample obtained by the silver elution test of Ag-TNT-TF, because AgCl particles were 
formed by the reaction between eluted Ag+ and Cl- in fetal bovine serum. Since fetal bovine 
serum solution is considered as the system most similar to MRSA environment, silver 
elution tests in fetal bovine serum solution were repeated (Fig. 12). In Ag-TNT-TF, the 
elution concentration slowly decreased from 94000 ppb for the first test to 11000 ppb for the 
tenth, indicating that a large amount of eluted silver was measured in the tenth test for Ag-
TNT-TF. The 2-step elution curve was obtained from Ag-TNT-TF. A rapid elution of a large 
amount of silver at the initial stage of the repeated elution test (between the first and third 
time) was considered to be mainly due to Ag+ ion elution from the silver titanate based on 
the ion-exchange reaction. Since the elution reaction (ion-exchange reaction) of Ag+ from 
silver titanate is rapid, the elution of Ag+ is considered to be almost completed at the initial 
stage of the repeated elution test. These discussions are also supported by the above 
described TF-XRD data, indicating that crystal structure of the sample obtained by the silver 
elution test of Ag-TNT-TF is similar to that of Na-TNT-TF. Therefore, a slow elution of a 
small amount of silver after the forth repetition of the elution test was considered to be 
mainly because of silver elution from the silver nanoparticles. This two-step elution curve is 
difficult to explain if it is considered that only silver nanoparticles are formed in the thin 
film, but it is reasonably explained if two types of Ag (silver nanoparticles and silver 
titanate) exhibiting different elution behaviors are present in Ag-TNT-TF. The silver 
titanates loading silver nanoparticles would be promising as a novel antibacterial material, 
because they have two silver sources. The silver-ion elution property of silver titanate would 
be different from that of the silver nanoparticles, i.e., the elution speed of silver ions from 
silver titanate would be greater than that from silver nanoparticles. Therefore, silver titanate 
would be effective for short-term bacterial killing, and silver nanoparticles would be 
effective for long-term antibacterial action. Since we have already found that a thicker (i.e., 
20 µm thick) titanate nanotube film can be formed after a longer reaction time or 20 h in 
NaOH solution, it would be possible to prolong the elution period of silver ions and to 
increase the amount of eluted silver ions or the duration.  
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Fig. 12. Repeated silver ion elution test of silver nanoparticle/silver titanate nanotube 
nanocomposite thin film. 

3.2 Antibacterial property of silver nanoparticle / silver titanate nanotube 
nanocomposite thin film 

The modified Japanese Industrial Standard test (JIS Z 2801) was performed as an 
antibacterial test as follows. To approximate an infection environment within an actual 
organism, an inactivated bovine serum (0.4 mL) was used as a solvent of bacterial 
suspension to create a eutrophic condition, and the antibacterial test was conducted using 
MRSA with a biofilm-forming gene. A bacterial suspension (0.4 mL) was dropped on a 50 
mm × 50 mm × 2 mm test piece, covered with a 40 mm × 40 mm polyethylene film (Elmex 
Corp.), and cultured at 37 °C for 24 h. The test piece was washed, and the viable MRSA 
count was determined. The antibacterial test was performed thrice for each of the samples of 
Na-TNT-TF and Ag-TNT-TF, to obtain averaged values of viable MRSA counts. The 
antibacterial activity value (R) for the sample was calculated as follows. 

R = {log(B/A) − log(C/A)} = log(B/C) 

Here, A, B, and C are the average viable MRSA counts just after inoculation, after 24 h for a 
blank and after 24 h for a sample, respectively. The viable MRSA count just after the 
inoculation was 2.1 × 105 CFU/sample, and for a blank, the average viable MRSA count 
after 24 h increased to 5.9 × 108 CFU/sample. In Na-TNT-TF, the average viable MRSA 
count after 24 h was slightly less than that of the blank: 1.1 × 107 CFU/sample. On the other 
hand, in Ag-TNT-TF, the average viable MRSA count after 24 h was markedly small: 3.3 × 
102 CFU/sample. R increased from 1.7 for Na-TNT-TF to 6.3 for Ag-TNT-TF through the 
silver ion-exchange treatment. These results indicate that the silver ion-exchanged titanate 
thin films display high antibacterial activity against MRSA. It was also revealed that 
although the crystal structure of titanate itself does not have a large antibacterial effect, 
higher antibacterial activity arises in the silver in the titanate. The conversion of sodium 
titanates into antibacterial materials through the silver ion-exchange treatment can apply to 
other nanostructured sodium titanates. For example, by the same silver ion-exchange 
treatment, porous sodium titanate film calcined at 600 °C reported by Kim et al. (Kim et al., 
1997) can also be converted into silver nanoparticle / silver titanate nanocomposite thin film 
with high antibacterial activity for MRSA of R=6.7. 
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4. Apatite-forming ability of titanate and titanium dioxide nanotube thin films  

The three thin films (Na-TNT-TF, TiO2-NT-FT (anatase type titanium dioxide nanotube thin 
film formed by the H+ ion-exchange treatment and calcination at 450 °C of Na-TNT-TF), Ag-
TNT-TF) formed on a titanium metal were immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) and 
monitored the development of apatite formation on their surfaces. In accordance with ISO 
23317, “Implants for surgery-In vitro evaluation for apatite-forming ability of implant 
materials,” we evaluated the apatite-forming ability on the surface of the coating in SBF. A 
plate was placed in 96.0 mL SBF at 36.5°C. After 2, 4, and 14 days, the plate was removed 
and gently rinsed with water. The surface of the plate was dried in air. 

For Na-TNT-TF, after immersing the film for 4 days, the SEM images showed only 
nanotubes and no substances with foliaceous morphology peculiar to apatite; the XRD 
patterns remained unchanged. However, when the SBF immersion was extended to 14 days, 
the SEM images showed the surface of the film to be completely covered with a dome-
shaped form consisting of foliaceous particles peculiar to apatite (Figs. 13a, b); the XRD 
pattern showed diffraction peaks attributable to apatite. Thus, apatite is confirmed to be 
formed on the sodium titanate thin films. In addition, after immersing the hydrogen titanate 
nanotube thin film formed by exchanging Na+ ions between the layers of the layered 
sodium titanate for H+ ions in SBF for 4 days, no apatite was evident. This lack of apatite 
indicates that ions (Na+ and H+) between the titanate layers do not particularly contribute to 
the acceleration of the apatite formation. In contrast, for TiO2-NT-FT formed by the 450°C 
calcination of the hydrogen titanate nanotube thin film and Ag-TNT-TF, after immersing the  
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Fig. 13. Low magnification (a, c, e) and high magnification (b, d, f) SEM images of Na-TNT-
TF (a, b), TiO2-NT-FT (c, d), and Ag-TNT-TF (e, f) after immersions in SBF. 
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films for 4 days, the SEM images showed a stretch of the dome-shaped form consisting of 
foliaceous particles peculiar to apatite (Figs. 13c, d). XRD patterns of the two films showed 
diffraction peaks attributable to apatite, respectively. These results indicate that the surfaces 
of these two thin films are completely covered with apatite and that the apatite-forming 
ability of the two films is greater than that of Na-TNT-TF having layered structure. In 
contrast, for TiO2-NT-FT after immersing the film in SBF for 2 days, the surface is thinly 
covered with apatite. However immersing Ag-TNT-TF for 2 days, the surface is almost 
covered with a dome-shaped form consisting of foliaceous particles peculiar to the apatite 
(Figs. 13e, f). The apatite-forming ability of Ag-TNT-TF is, thus, slightly higher than that of 
TiO2-NT-FT. 

We then investigated the newly observed high apatite-forming ability of silver 
nanoparticle/silver titanate nanocomposite thin film (Ag-TNT-TF). After immersing the film 
in SBF for 4 days, we observed bulky particles of a few micrometers in diameter together 
with apatite. XRD pattern shows diffraction peaks attributable to silver chloride. EDX 
element mapping analysis shows the bulky particles to be composed of Ag and Cl (Fig. 14) 
and, therefore, to be silver chloride particles. Therefore, Ag+ ions are eluted from silver 
titanate mainly by ion-exchange reaction with cations, resulting in deposition of silver 
chloride particles. After immersing the film in SBF for 1 day, SEM images reveal only bulky 
AgCl particles on the film surface, however immersing the film for 2 days, the surface is 
almost covered with a dome-shaped form consisting of foliaceous particles peculiar to the 
apatite (Figs. 13e, f), as mentioned above. We clarified whether silver nanoparticle or silver 
titanate contributes more to the apatite formation by investigating the apatite-forming 
ability of a silver metal plate. After immersing the plate in SBF for 4 days, no apatite 
formation was evident; thus, the silver titanate nanotubes are responsible for the high 
apatite-forming ability. Researchers have reported that the effects of crystal structure 
(Uchida et al., 2003) and surface hydroxyl groups such as Ti-OH (Kasuga et al., 2002) 
influence the apatite formation on the titanium compounds immersed in SBF. Kokubo et al. 
reported that the apatite-forming ability is improved by the crystal structure transformation 
of sodium titanate into titanium dioxide (Fujibayashi et al., 2001; Uchida et al., 2002; 
Takemoto et al., 2006). Although the detailed crystal structure of silver titanate is not yet 
known, we speculate that the surface atomic arrangement and surface functional groups of 
silver titanate might be suitable for rapid apatite formation. We further investigated the high 
apatite forming ability by considering –OH groups that influence apatite formation using 
the FT-IR measurements. As shown in Fig. 15, Na-TNT-TF and TiO2-NT-FT exhibited 
similar absorption spectra in a wide range of 3000−3700 cm−1. These absorption spectra are 
considered to be mainly due to water molecules adsorbed on the inner and outer surfaces of 
nanotubes and partially due to –OH groups on the surface. Unlike Na-TNT-TF and TiO2-
NT-FT, strong absorption was observed at 3000−3400 cm−1 in addition to 3400−3700 cm−1 in 
Ag-TNT-TF. This absorption at 3000−3400 cm−1 is considered to indicate the existence of 
surface –OH groups due to silver titanate. A surface atomic arrangement peculiar to silver 
titanate would arise and a large number of –OH groups would be generated on the 
nanotube surfaces, which would stimulate apatite formation. 

Oh et al. (Oh et al., 2005) and Tsuchiya et al. (Tsuchiya et al., 2006) reported anatase-type 
titanium dioxide nanotube thin films synthesized by anodization and heat treatment of the 
titanium metal. We compared the apatite-forming ability of these nanotube thin films with  
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Fig. 14. Elemental mapping performed on Ag-TNT-TF after immersion in SBF for 4 days 
using EDX analysis. 

 
Fig. 15. FT-IR spectra of Na-TNT-TF (a), TiO2-NT-FT (b), and Ag-TNT-TF (c). 

that of TiO2-NT-FT obtained in this study by immersing the film in SBF for 2 days. SEM 
images show not only a small amount of the dome-shaped form consisting of foliaceous 
particles peculiar to apatite, but also several slightly swelled and whitish areas. EDX 
element mapping on this thin film revealed that titanium dioxide nanotubes exist in the 
blackish areas and apatite exists in the whitish areas. At this point, after 2 days of 
immersion, the apatite phase has grown slightly but not yet achieved its dome-shaped form. 
Therefore, the apatite-forming ability of TiO2-NT-FT is slightly superior though still similar 
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to that of the thin film with 2-μm long nanotube synthesized by Tsuchiya et al. (Tsuchiya et 
al., 2006) and clearly superior to that of the nanotube thin film synthesized by Oh et al. (Oh 
et al., 2005) and the thin film with 500-nm long nanotube synthesized by Tsuchiya et al. 
(Tsuchiya et al., 2006). While comparing the ratio of the void parts to the anatase-type 
titanium dioxide part on the surface using SEM images, we found the proportion consisting 
anatase-type titanium dioxide to be larger in the surface of our synthesized thin film as 
compared to that in the surfaces of the thin films reported by Oh et al. and Tsuchiya et al. 
Hence, the apatite-forming ability of our film is also correspondingly higher.  

5. Conclusion 

In this study, novel procedure of synthesis and fixation of Na-TNT onto titanium metals 
with various morphologies such as plate, wire, mesh, tube, and sphere was reported. 
Especially, since the Na-TNT/Ti composite wires have softness and flexibility peculiar to 
metal titanium because of the existence of titanium metal in its core part, this wire can be 
fabricated into various shapes of cloth, fiber, etc. with centimeter or meter size by using 
conventional spinning techniques. The Na-TNT thin films can be transformed into anatase-
type titanium dioxide nanotube thin films. Another advantage of the proposed procedure is 
that the thickness of the thin films produced is greater than that of the thin films reported by 
other researchers. Therefore, Na-TNT’s applications mentioned in the introduction would be 
remarkably expanded. In addition, the novel growth of the Na-TNT film on substrates such 
as Co–Cr alloy and SUS316L and simple patterning of the Na-TNT phase by the 
hydrothermal transcription method were also reported. As these substrates including 
titanium metal, Co-Cr alloy, and SUS316L have superior mechanical properties and 
corrosion resistance, they are frequently used as implants such as artificial joints. Generally, 
the coating of films to implants with complex shapes requires thin films with uniform and 
controlled thickness, and a high fixing strength to the implants. Because of the direct growth 
of the nanotubes from the substrate, our proposed method is very simple and the fixing 
strength to the substrate is expected to be higher. Therefore, the method proposed in the 
present study has excellent potential for these biomedical applications. 

Next, through a silver ion-exchange treatment, Na+ ions in sodium titanate nanotube were 
exchanged with Ag+ ions in silver acetate solution, along with the loading of silver 
nanoparticles on the titanate surfaces, and the layered structure of titanate transformed into 
a new three-dimensional crystal structure. Results of silver ion elution tests of the obtained 
thin films in fetal bovine serum solution indicate that the release period and the number of 
silver ions released from the silver titanate thin films can be controlled. The silver ion-
exchanged titanate thin films showed high antibacterial activity against MRSA. It was also 
revealed that although the crystal structure of titanate itself has no large antibacterial effect, 
higher antibacterial activity mainly arises from the silver ions held in the titanate. The 
samples coated with apatite containing silver and silver plate have already been reported as 
possessing antibacterial properties through metallic silver with low solubility. In contrast, in 
this study, the antibacterial properties were mainly caused by the elution of silver ions from 
a titanate with an ion-exchange property. Since the thin film obtained by this study has a 
higher silver-ion elution speed, greater and more rapid antibacterial effects than in metallic 
silver can be expected. Since we have also revealed that the morphology, thickness, and 
crystal structure of the titanate phase can be controlled, we think that this can also promise 
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control of the antibacterial properties, i.e., the duration and amount of antibacterial activity, 
for the future. The obtained results should aid the development of more convenient and 
inexpensive antibacterial implants. 

Furthermore, the present study compares the apatite-forming ability of a sodium titanate 
nanotube thin film, an anatase-type titanium dioxide nanotube thin film, and a silver 
nanoparticle/silver titanate nanotube nanocomposite thin film. Of these, the apatite-forming 
ability of the silver titanate nanotube was higher than that of the titanium dioxide nanotubes 
or the sodium titanate nanotubes, in that order. This superior apatite-forming ability of the 
silver nanoparticle/silver titanate nanotube nanocomposite thin film is a novel phenomenon 
and is presumably due to the surface atomic arrangement of silver titanate, the large amount 
of Ti-OH formed on the nanotube surface, or both. In conclusion, the silver 
nanoparticle/silver titanate nanotube nanocomposite thin film, which have the antibacterial 
property and the ability to form bone-like apatite, i.e., the osteoconductive property, may 
have bright prospects for future use in implant materials such as artificial joints. 
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